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rAbstract
The concept of an 'HFR standard core' is frequently used in discussions concern- i
ing the characteristics of the HFR core. It turns out more than once that the concept ;;

is not very well defined. This report is written to define it properly. .
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1. Introduction
Within the physics and technical support group (FTO) the concept of an 'HFR stan-
dard core' is frequently used. Because of the fact that this concept is also used out-
side FTO and because the concept can easily be misunderstood this report has been
produced.
The construction of the reactor vessel of the HFR, including the core lower grid
plate, the grid bars, the restraint structure, the control rod guide plate, the control
rod drive mechanisms and the central reactor top lid allows a large number of dif-
ferent core compositions. The stock of fuel elements, control reds, reflector ele-
ments and filler elements increases that number significantly because of the differ-
ent material properties within each group of elements.
Nevertheless only one core loading pattern is used. This pattern not only deter-
mines the location of fuel elements, control rods, reflector elements and experi-
ments, but also the composition of the materials in the elements at particular loca-
tions. The specific loading pattern is optimized for an intended use. The optimiza-
tion is based on a reactor physics analysis in which the results are checked against
a set of conditions that arises from the intended use of the core, license conditions
and economical aspects.
The result of the analysis is a standard core loading pattern according to which ev-
ery cycle core is composed as closely as possible (using the actual stock of fuel
elements and control rods). In this way also the cycle core will most probably meet
the set of nuclear and thermohydraulic characteristics that are required or desired
(the correspondance is checked by a calculation before the start of every cycle
core).
The calculational model that describes an HFR core loaded according to the stan-
dard pattern is called 'the standard core'.
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2. Definition of the concept of a 'standard core'
A standard core is a calculational model of the HFR core in which the following
aspects are fixed:

• the positions and material compositions of all fuel elements, according to a
fixed loading pattern

• the positions and material compositions of all control rods, according to a
fixed loading pattern

• the positions and material compositions of all reilector elements

• the positions and material composition of the standard-experiment

• either the thermal reactor power or the duration of the cycle

An important property of a standard core is the fact that the fuel consumption in
every zone is such that, at the end of a cycle, the average 235U mass of elements
in fuel zone i equals the average 235U mass of elements at the start of the next cycle
in fuel zone i+\. In such a way the zone i fuel generates the fuel needed in zone

Once the standard core has been defined the aspects mentioned above are fixed.
During the design phase, however, one is free to define them (e.g. the number of
fuel plates per fuel element, the core loading pattern, etcetera). In the documenta-
tion concerning a specific realisation of a standard core the definition of all aspects
must be given.
Some examples may clarify what particular realizations of a standard core look li-
ke. Figure 1 shows a possible core composition with a declaration of the types of
elements it is composed of. At present the 'standard-experiment' mentioned in
that figure consists of an aluminium filler element and an aluminium plug with a
stainless steel liner. A cylindrical bore in the plug can accomodate a tube with flux
monitors for flux mapping purposes. In the calculations the measuring tube is ab-
sent and the volume of the bore is filled with water. Figure 2 shows a sketch of the
standard-experiment.
An example of a particular standard core is also given. Figure 3 shows the division
of the fuel elements into 7 zones (zone /, ƒ = 0 through 6) in standard core 21051,
while figure 4 shows the experimental loading of that core. Information concerning
the 235U mass of individual fuel elements and control rods and the core as a whole
is given in table 1.
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3. Regulations with which a standard core has to comply
A standard core has to comply in any case with regulations that are mentioned in
or are related to (see HFR-DOKPAK, part 1, paragraphs 5.3 en 5.4):

• the license given by the Dutch authorities

- the excess reactivity of the core should not exceed 15%

- the core must be subcritical with the two most reactive control rods ful-
ly withdrawn and the other rods fully inserted

- the core must remain subcritical when all control rods are withdrawn at
a distance that corresponds with half of the total reactivity worth of the
control rods

- the maximum power must be limited in such a way that the reactor
scrams at 50 MW

- the outlet temperature of the primary water should not exceed 66 °C

- the inlet temperature of the primary water should not exceed 40 °C
when two primary pumps are in use. Above that temperature three pri-
mary pumps with a total flow of 3600 m3 should be in use

• the safe operation of the reactor

- the subcriticallity of the core with the two most reactive control rods
fully withdrawn and the other rods fully inserted should not be less than
1%

- the core should be slightly undermoderated, or be at optimum modera-
tion at most

- the core should have a negative temperature coefficient
- the thermohydraulic mode of operation must exclude flow instability

• the safe use of the reactor

• the optimum operation and/or use of the reactor

In the reactor physics analysis that is made during the design phase of a new stan-
dard core the following characteristics are examined:

• the excess reactivity at three stages during the cycle: at start-up (t = 0 day),
at equilibrium concentration of fission products (t ~2 days) and at the end
of the cycle

• the consumption of fuel elements and control rods

• the maximum allowable inlet temperature of the primary water in case of 2
and 3 primary pumps in use (using the bubble detachment criterion) at the
core design power (50 MW at most)

• the neutron fluence rates at all experimental positions

• all further design characteristics of the core

At the moment the code package used during the design phase is HFR-TEDDI.
This is a combination of a two-dimensional diffusion code (TEDDI-M) and pre-
and postprocessing codes (forthermohydraulics, fuel burnup, etcetera). Normally
HFR-TEDDI is used for the analysis of cycle cores.
According to the Reactor Safety Committee's Rules and Regulations each newly
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designed standard core is submitted to the Reactor Safety Committee for a safety
review.
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4. Concluding remarks
As stated before the standard core can be looked at as the model for the actual
(cycle) cores. To what extend this is true depends upon how much the model (stan-
dard core) and reality (cycle core) correspond. Over the years there has been a shift
in utilization of experimental positions of the HFR. FTO monitors the impact that
this gradual change has on the validity of a certain standard core. Significant dis-
crepancies should lead to the definition of a new standard core.
The introduction of a new standard core can lead to the revision of several reactor-
physics databases that are used by HFR-TEDDI, such as the thermohydraulic data
(the so called 'set') and possibly the of nuclear constants of fuel elements, control
rods and experiments. Also the weighting spectra used in GAM may need revision.
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Tables

Table 1:235U mass information for standard core 21051

Zonal 235U masses for core 21051

ZoneO

Zonal

Zone 2

Zone 3

Zone 4

Zone 5

Zone 6

Zone 7

Zone 8

235U mass
of control rods

Total 235U mass
tor core 21051

Zonal 23SU mass
(g)

Initial state

2250.00

1989.13

1718.72

1537.86

1370.59

1186.71

616.78

1325.83

11995.62

Burnup state

1989.13

1718.72

1537.86

1370.59

1186.71

1066.97

540.23

1140.94

10551.15

Averaged mass
of fuel element (g)

Initial state

450.00

397.83

343.74

307.57

274.12

237.34

205.59

Burnup state

397.83

343.74

307.57

274.12

237.34

213.39

180.08
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Figure I: Location of the different element types in the HFR core grid
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Figure 2: horizontal cross section of a 'standard experiment'
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Figure 4: Experimental loading for core 21051
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